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Abstract The origin of the genetic code is a central open

problem regarding the early evolution of life. Here, we

consider two undeveloped but important aspects of possible

scenarios for the evolutionary pathway of the translation

machinery: the role of unassigned codons in early stages of

the code and the incorporation of tRNA anticodon modi-

fications. As the first codons started to encode amino acids,

the translation machinery likely was faced with a large

number of unassigned codons. Current molecular scenarios

for the evolution of the code usually assume the very rapid

assignment of all codons before all 20 amino acids became

encoded. We show that the phenomenon of nonsense

suppression as observed in current organisms allows for a

scenario in which many unassigned codons persisted

throughout most of the evolutionary development of the

code. In addition, we demonstrate that incorporation of

anticodon modifications at a late stage is feasible. The

wobble rules allow a set of 20 tRNAs fully lacking anti-

codon modifications to encode all 20 canonical amino

acids. These observations have implications for the bio-

chemical plausibility of early stages in the evolution of the

genetic code predating tRNA anticodon modifications and

allow for effective translation by a relatively small and

simple early tRNA set.

Keywords Genetic code � Unassigned codons � Wobble

rules � Evolution � RNA modification � tRNA

The origin of the genetic code can be envisioned as starting

with a single primordial tRNA, which gave rise to the full

complement of tRNAs by a complex series of gene

duplication and diversification events. This view of tRNA

genes as paralogues pervades thinking about the origin and

evolution of the genetic code (Crick 1968; Fitch and Upper

1987; Osawa et al. 1992). While many aspects of tRNA

evolution have been considered (cf. Di Giulio 2006; Ran-

dau and Söll 2008; Fujishima et al. 2009; Shaul et al. 2010;

Rodin et al. 2011), gene duplication and diversification are

common themes during the evolutionary development of

tRNA sets. Presumably, during this diversification process

additional amino acids were incorporated one by one into

the developing genetic code. This consideration leads to an

important problem facing possible scenarios for the evo-

lution of the code. In very early stages of the development

of the standard genetic code (SGC) most codons were

unassigned, leading to a situation in which many mutations

in an early protein-encoding nucleic acid sequence would

result in the introduction of an unassigned codon (Speyer

et al. 1963; Sonneborn 1965; Crick 1968).

One can envision two general approaches to this prob-

lem of potentially lethal unassigned codons. The first

option is that as soon as a small set of amino acids started

to be encoded by tRNAs, rapid tRNA gene duplication and

mutation of the anticodon resulted in a situation in which

all codons were assigned to this initial set of amino acids.

An important consequence of this scenario is that sub-

sequent incorporation of novel amino acids into the

expanding code requires reassignments of the meaning of

codons. A second approach is that the code evolved more

slowly, and that for extended periods of evolutionary time

indeed many codons were not assigned (Lehman and Jukes

1988; Ikehara 2002; Francis 2011). The introduction of

novel amino acids could then proceed without codon
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reassignment. However, this scenario requires the non-

lethality of nonsense mutations during the early evolution

of the code. Thus, formulating specific molecular scenarios

for the evolution of the genetic code requires a choice:

either numerous codon reassignment events or the pro-

longed existence of nonsense codons. Current thinking

strongly favors the first option (e.g., Agris et al. 2007;

Higgs 2009; Grosjean et al. 2010).

Here, we examine the strength of the evidence support-

ing this choice, and use biochemical knowledge regarding

nonsense suppression in existing organisms (Beier and

Grimm 2001; Kramer and Farabaugh 2007) to support the

viability of the second scenario. In addition, we use

knowledge on tRNA wobble rules (Crick 1966; Takai and

Yokoyama 2003; Agris et al. 2007; Grosjean et al. 2010;

Ran and Higgs 2010) and the biochemistry of tRNA anti-

codon modifications (Muramatsu et al. 1988; Mandal et al.

2010; Ikeuchi et al. 2010) to examine when tRNA anticodon

modifications were introduced into the developing genetic

code. These considerations lead to a novel scenario for the

development of the SGC. All such scenarios are faced with

the issue of the temporal order of and interplay between

three key developments: (i) the assignment of nonsense

codons, (ii) the incorporation of all 20 canonical amino

acids into the code, and (iii) the introduction of tRNA

anticodon modifications. We present an analysis of relevant

available biochemical information that supports a model

that contrasts with most published models with respect to

the relative order of these three processes. This analysis

supports the viability of scenarios involving the persistence

of nonsense codons until all 20 amino acids were included

in the code, and the incorporation of anticodon modifica-

tions at a relatively late stage in the evolution of the code.

Unassigned Codons and Nonsense Suppression

The highly deleterious nature of nonsense codons was

vividly described in an influential 1965 paper by Tracey

Sonneborn:

A nonsense mutation resulting in nontranslation of all

codons distal to it would as a rule be enormously

more detrimental (and therefore more rapidly elimi-

nated) than a sensible (or mis-sensible) mutation

which permits translation of the entire message.

Hence, neutralizing the detriment of a nonsense

mutation by a second mutation or a genic recombi-

nation is very much less likely. In short, such non-

sense mutations would with high probability have no

evolutionary future, and they would by virtue of their

detriment be prime targets for elimination by natural

selection. On the other hand, mis-sense mutations

could sometimes have relatively little detrimental

effect and therefore a relatively long persistence

and correspondingly greater chance to enter into a

lucky genic combination by further mutation or

recombination.

This early view on the highly lethal nature of nonsense

mutations and the relatively benign character of missense

mutations has been solidly incorporated into thinking about

the evolution of the genetic code (e.g., Crick 1968; Agris

et al. 2007). As a result, the persistence of nonsense codons

during most of the evolution of the SGC has not been

considered as a viable possibility, while codon reassign-

ments during this process are viewed as realistic and

unproblematic. This view has been developed in detail in

an important recent paper (Higgs 2009).

While the deleterious effect of nonsense mutations

stands unchallenged (Sonneborn 1965; Crick 1968; Agris

et al. 2007; Higgs 2009), here we want to reinvestigate its

implications for early stages of the genetic code. Specifi-

cally, we will examine both the presumed level of lethality

of nonsense mutations and the presumed likelihood of

codon reassignments in the light of current knowledge of

existing organisms.

A significant body of data is available regarding the

translational fate of mRNA molecules containing nonsense

mutations (Beier and Grimm 2001; Chabelskaya et al.

2004; Doronina and Brown 2006; Lao et al. 2009). These

studies have revealed that a significant level of translational

readthrough across stop codons occurs. As a result, non-

sense mutations even in essential genes often are non-

lethal.

Such nonsense suppression can involve mutations in

tRNAs as in the amber, ocher, and opal suppressor tRNAs.

However, natural nonsense suppression through the reading

of stop codons by normal cellular tRNAs, which are called

natural suppressors, has also been well documented (Beier

and Grimm 2001). In general, a view of translation has

emerged in which the meaning of a codon is always a

balance between the affinities of several different tRNAs

for that codon, and the affinity of release factors for that

codon (Kramer and Farabaugh 2007). The current transla-

tional machinery in general exhibits a very low error rate.

Thus, the amount of full-length protein that is produced in

the presence of a stop codon in a coding sequence is sig-

nificantly reduced, but in a number of cases (e.g., Longstaff

et al. 2007; Murina et al. 2010) has been found to allow for

viability of the organism.

The degree to which the use of formally unassigned

codons diminishes the translational efficiency of an organ-

ism will depend on its codon usage. In some organisms, the

usage of certain codons can be extremely low (see e.g.,

Ussery et al. 2004), and inefficient translation of these
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codons will therefore only affect the synthesis of a small

number of proteins. A central factor affecting codon usage

is the abundance of the tRNA involved: tRNAs that are rare

in the cellular tRNA pool tend to translate codons that are

also rare, particularly in highly expressed proteins, pre-

sumably to optimize translational efficiency (Akashi 2001).

If such rare codons were to become formally unassigned,

this event would be expected to result in relatively mild

detrimental effects. Indeed, formally unassigned codons are

known in current organisms (Oba et al. 1991; Kano et al.

1993), providing a powerful argument against the supposed

lethality of unassigned codons due to their introduction into

the genome by mutations.

Unassigned Codons, Suppression, and Termination

in Primordial Organisms

The experimental work on natural nonsense suppression

discussed above has been obtained using contemporary

organisms. What to expect in the case of primordial

organisms? The first critical consideration is that it appears

likely that the fidelity of the early translational system was

considerably lower. Thus, the ‘‘meaning’’ of a codon would

be determined by its relative affinities for various tRNAs,

and would thus be translated as a weighted mixture of

various amino acids. Such ‘‘statistical proteins’’ were

introduced by Woese (1965), and have also been considered

in later work (Sella and Ardell 2006; Higgs 2009). Reduced

translational fidelity implies a level of readthrough (and

therefore non-lethality) that is higher than that observed in

current organisms. The presence of ‘‘inaccurate decoding’’

does not necessarily mean lethality: the acquisition of new

evolutionary potentialities as a result of production of

‘‘statistical proteins’’ can even confer growth advantage.

This has been experimentally demonstrated using mutants

in which the editing function of isoleucinyl-tRNA synthe-

tase was impaired, resulting in the low-level incorporation

of non-canonical amino acids like norvaline into the pro-

teome and an increased growth yield (Pezo et al. 2004).

The second critical consideration is that the modern

system of release factors provides a rapid and high-fidelity

system for recognizing stop codons. The introduction of a

dedicated system for the recognition of stop codons during

the evolution of the genetic code in general has not received

much attention. The most primitive system for handling a

stop codon would be that the ribosome stalls when it reaches

an unassigned codon and eventually dissociates from the

mRNA. In this view, all unassigned codons would have stop

codon activity. The actual translation of unassigned codons

in such an early translational system would then be a bal-

ance between the rate of natural nonsense suppression and

spontaneous ribosome dissociation.

Thus, we arrive at a situation in which early translational

systems combine a relatively high translational error rate,

resulting in the frequent translation of formally unassigned

codons, with the absence of an efficient system dedicated

to recognizing stop codons. This line of thought thus pre-

dicts that formally unassigned codons could be translated

either as a stop codon (through spontaneous ribosome

dissociation) or as a mixture of amino acid (through non-

sense suppression). The relative frequency of these events

would be open to optimization through molecular evolution

of the components of the early translational system. The

essence for the present paper is that ‘‘unassigned codons’’

in effect were to a significant extent not unassigned. The

introduction of such codons would thus have likely been

somewhat detrimental but not lethal.

Genome size is a third consideration with respect to the

proposed process of rapid tRNA gene duplication and

mutation to assign all codons to a small set of initial amino

acids during an early stage of the evolution of the genetic

code. The early genome replication machinery can rea-

sonably be expected to have had limited fidelity. Thus,

these early systems would be at considerable risk of facing

an error catastrophe in which the chance of deleterious

mutations per replication event would overwhelm the rate

at which natural selection can purge deleterious mutations

(Eigen and Schuster 1977). This effect would result in a

strong selection for organisms with very small genomes.

Thus, it is not clear if systems in which the development of

the genetic code has just started had sufficient genome

replication fidelity to allow for a substantial number of

different tRNAs. Based on these considerations, we con-

clude that it is reasonable to consider scenarios for the

evolution of the genetic code in which many formally

unassigned codons persisted throughout most of the evo-

lutionary development of the code.

In summary, point mutations can introduce formally

unassigned codons into the genome of early organisms.

Because of the existence of natural nonsense suppression,

such mutations will tend to reduce translational efficiency

but will often not be lethal. This selective pressure against

the use of such unassigned codons will cause these codons

to remain rare in early organisms. Thus, the persistence of

formally unassigned codons during the evolution of the

genetic code is biochemically entirely plausible.

Codon Reassignments are Difficult

The SGC is nearly universal. Most code variants are known

from mitochondria (see Sengupta et al. 2007 for an up-to-

date treatment of mitochondrial codes and the mechanisms

which lead to their emergence), which have an extremely

small genome: less than a 100 protein-coding genes. Apart
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from mitochondria, code variants are extremely rare.

Organisms as different as an elephant and an E. coli bacte-

rium have exactly the same 64 codon assignments, as stres-

sed in early molecular biology. Apart from mitochondria,

only one sense reassignment is known: the 7 serine codons

code of certain yeasts (Santos et al. 2011). A handfull of code

variants with stop codon reassignments are known, among

them are the 4 glutamine codons code of certain ciliates

(Hanyu et al. 1986), the 3 cysteine codons code of other

ciliates (Meyer et al. 1991), and the 2 tryptophan codons code

of Mycoplasma bacteria (Yamao et al. 1985). Despite enor-

mous genomics efforts during the last decade, no new non-

mitochondrial codon reassignments have emerged.

Several code variants are known to have emerged multi-

ple times, both in the group where they were discovered the

first time (e.g., the 4 glutamine codons code in the ciliates, cf.

Lozupone et al. 2001) and in other groups (e.g., the 4 glu-

tamine codons code in diplomonads: Keeling and Doolittle

1996; and in certain green algae: Schneider et al. 1989). This

shows that certain taxonomic groups (e.g., the ciliates) are

prone to reach the rare situation in which codon reassignment

can occur. Taken together, this extensive body of work on

codon reassignments in current organisms shows that reas-

signment events are very rare, which implicates that codon

reassignments are very difficult. This observation contrasts

sharply with the ease with which codons are reassigned in

origin of the SGC scenarios (e.g., Crick 1968; Higgs 2009).

The functional impact of codon reassignments during the

development of the genetic code can be expected to strongly

depend on the degree of evolutionary optimization of the

proteins in these early systems. On one end of the spectrum,

one can envision organisms using statistical proteins with a

low level of structure–function optimization. In such a sys-

tem, the detrimental effects caused by introduction of a

substantial number of mutations because of a codon reas-

signment may be limited. However, it is also possible that the

genetic code evolved slowly, and that the functional prop-

erties of the proteins in early systems were already quite

advanced, with highly optimized amino acid sequences. In

that case, most codon reassignments would be expected to

have devastating effects on the proteome function.

In recent work, the fitness cost of codon reassignment

events was modeled (Higgs 2009). This analysis focused on

the presumably rare sites in proteins at which the reassignment

will benefit the protein, while the likely damage to protein

function caused by the reassignment was not considered.

However, a body of recent work regarding the extrapolated

amino acid composition of organisms predating the last uni-

versal common ancestor (LUCA) has provided support for the

presence of a highly optimized proteome (Brooks et al. 2004;

Jordan et al. 2005; Fournier and Gogarten 2010).

The analysis of trends in amino acid composition for sets

of resurrected ancient proteins offers an interesting approach

to explore the proteome of organisms predating the LUCA. A

number of independent analyses following different bioin-

formatics strategies have revealed that amino acids that are

often considered to have been added during a late stage of the

evolution of the SGC (such as the aromatic amino acids and

cysteine) were underrepresented in the LUCA (Brooks et al.

2004; Jordan et al. 2005; Fournier and Gogarten 2010). This

result implies that the functions of the proteins in these early

systems were already sufficiently evolved to leave detectable

traces in the proteins of current organisms. This conclusion

suggests that the protein world was already fairly well

developed before all 20 amino acids were incorporated. If

this inference is correct, then codon reassignment during the

evolution of the SGC would have been very difficult.

The above analysis indicates that in current scenarios of

the evolution of the SGC, the degree of lethality of nonsense

mutations tends to be overestimated, while the difficulties

associated with codon reassignments are generally under-

estimated. We therefore conclude that scenarios in which

many unassigned codons persisted throughout most of the

evolutionary development of the code should be considered.

Such scenarios have the advantage that they do not require

codon reassignments. In addition, they allow the developing

code to function with a relatively small number of tRNAs,

which is attractive in view of the error catastrophe threat in

early systems with limited genome replication fidelity.

What properties would be expected for such small tRNA

sets during the early stages of the development of the SGC?

In general, nonsense suppression relieves the need for the

developing translational system to contain tRNAs for the

formal assignment of all codons. A second important aspect

of the SGC in current organisms is the widespread use of

anticodon modifications to achieve the correct assignment of

all codons. Did this highly sophisticated system of base

modifications develop concomitant with the assignment of

codons in the developing code? Or is it biochemically

plausible that anticodon modifications were incorporated at a

late stage, after the incorporation of all 20 amino acids into

the code? In the following, we provide support for the latter

possibility, leading to a view in which a small set of tRNAs

with unmodified anticodons capable of nonsense suppres-

sion allowed the effective functioning of early systems

encoding all 20 amino acids. In this scenario, the lack of

modifications in the tRNAs specifically regards the three

nucleotides in the anticodon. It is entirely possible that other

regions of these tRNAs did contain modified bases.

Role of Anticodon Modifications in the SGC

Many tRNA anticodon modifications have been identified.

A in the first position of the anticodon is nearly always

deaminated to inosine, as already discussed by Crick

62 J Mol Evol (2011) 73:59–69
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(1966). The effect of this is that the tRNA readily recog-

nizes 3 codons instead of 2 (with the complicating factors

that the exact effects are different in each codon box

(Johansson et al. 2008) and may be taxonomically diverse).

U in the first position of the anticodon is nearly always

modified, which can occur in various ways. 2-Thiolation

results in recognition of both purine-ending codons (e.g.,

Numata et al. 2006; Phizicky and Hopper 2010). G in the

first position of the anticodon can be modified in various

different and complex ways, often resulting in increased

specificity for the recognition of pyrimidine-ending

codons. Modifications in the other positions of the antico-

don also occur. A pseudouridine in the second position

enlarges the capability of a tRNATyr to also recognize

UAG, which is counteracted by a first position modification

(Grosjean et al. 2010). Furthermore, modifications of other

residues of the anticodon-loop, and in other parts of the

tRNA molecule, can influence the readout properties of the

tRNA (see e.g., Beier and Grimm 2001; Johansson et al.

2008). In summary, anticodon modifications in the tRNA

molecules of contemporary organisms are widespread, and

usually substantially alter the readout properties of the

tRNA.

Since anticodon modifications alter the readout properties

of tRNAs, the issue of when these tRNA anticodon modifi-

cations arose during the development of the SGC is impor-

tant. Despite the large body of information on the effects of

anticodon modifications on the translational properties of

tRNA (Takai and Yokoyama 2003; Agris et al. 2007;

Johansson et al. 2008; Grosjean et al. 2010), this question has

not received much attention in the literature regarding the

evolution of the SGC. In the following, we explore the

possibility that the machinery to perform anticodon modifi-

cations evolved after the 20 amino acids were already

incorporated into the developing genetic code.

Wobble Rules for tRNAs with Unmodified Anticodons

When anticodon modifications are taken into account, the

wobble rules are complex (see e.g., Agris et al. 2007).

However, the wobble behavior of tRNAs with anticodons

starting with unmodified G or unmodified C was already

described in 1966 (Crick 1966). Regarding the wobble

behavior of tRNAs with anticodons starting with unmodi-

fied U significant progress has recently been made, as

summarized below. Based on this information, we deduce

the predicted properties of tRNA sets containing only

unmodified anticodons. As discussed below, in this anal-

ysis we take the approach that the wobble rules operational

during early stages of the evolution of the genetic code

were the same as the wobble rules that apply to contem-

porary organisms.

Wobble Rules and Family Boxes

The boxes of 4 codons in the genetic code table which

differ only in the third position and which all encode the

same amino acids (e.g., the GCN codons encoding alanine)

are referred to as ‘‘family boxes’’. Here, we use the

expression ‘‘codon box’’ as a more general concept for

collections of 4 codons which only differ in the third

position (e.g., the GAN codons are a codon box which is

not a family box).

The factor causing the distribution of family boxes in

the SGC is a long-standing question in the field (Lagerkvist

1978). Recently, a molecular mechanism was reported

explaining this pattern based on hydrogen bonding inter-

actions (Lehmann and Libchaber 2008). When the first two

nucleotides of a codon form six hydrogen bonds with the

anticodon, the codon box is a family box (codons CCN,

CGN, GCN, and GGN). When the first two nucleotides of a

codon make only four hydrogen bonds with the anticodon,

the codon box is not a family box (codons UUN, UAN,

AUN, and AAN). When the first two nucleotides of a

codon are able to make five hydrogen bonds with the

anticodon, the codon box is a family box only if the middle

base of the codon is a pyrimidine (codons UCN, CUN,

ACN, and GUN). This is caused by the stabilization of the

position of the purine that forms the middle base of the

anticodon by a long-range intramolecular hydrogen bond

from U33 (Lehmann and Libchaber 2008).

For the resulting eight family boxes, the codon–antico-

don complex is sufficiently strong to allow the recognition

of all three non-cognate nucleotides in the third position of

the codon by wobble. Recent experimental results have

demonstrated the in vivo importance of this phenomenon in

chloroplasts: their ribosomes allow ‘‘superwobbling,’’ in

which an anticodon with unmodified U in the first position

can read all 4 codons in the glycine family box (Rogalski

et al. 2008). A recent analysis of the tRNA sets present in

bacterial genomes shows that in many bacteria ‘‘super-

wobbling’’ is widely used (Ran and Higgs 2010).

This information allows the conclusion that a set of 8

tRNAs with the anticodons UGA, UAG, UGG, UCG, UGU,

UAC, UGC, and UCC, all starting with unmodified U, suf-

fices to read the 32 codons of the family boxes (Fig. 1).

Wobble Rules and Unmodified-G-Starting Anticodons

The first two codons in a codon box in the SGC always

encode the same amino acid. The molecular basis for this

pattern is that a single tRNA with an anticodon starting

with unmodified G recognizes both Y-ending codons

(Crick 1966). The C-ending codon is the cognate codon,

and the U-ending codon is recognized by wobble.

J Mol Evol (2011) 73:59–69 63
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This pattern implies that a set of 8 tRNAs with the an-

ticodons GAA, GUA, GCA, GUG, GAU, GUU, GCU, and

GUC, all starting with unmodified G, suffices to read the 16

Y-ending codons of the codon boxes which are not family

boxes (Fig. 2).

Wobble Rules and Unmodified-C-Starting Anticodons

Anticodons starting with unmodified C do not wobble

(Crick 1966). Thus, a set of 7 tRNAs with the anticodons

CAA, CCA, CUG, CAU, CUU, CCU, and CUC, all start-

ing with unmodified C, suffices to read the seven G-ending

sense codons in the codon boxes which are not family

boxes (Fig. 3). UAG is a stop codon in the SGC, but might

originally have been a universally used pyrrolysine codon

(cf. Kavran et al. 2007). For the present purpose, we ignore

the UAG codon and focus on the seven G-ending sense

codons of the non-family boxes of the SGC.

Considerations Regarding Wobble Rules During

the Evolution of the Genetic Code

The degree to which the wobble rules already operated

during early stages of the evolution of the genetic code is

difficult to ascertain definitively. A specific example is that,

based on their work on tRNA sets, Tong and Wong have

proposed that the superwobble was a relatively late

development that took place in the bacterial domain (Tong

and Wong 2004). This would not alter the main conclu-

sions of our manuscript, because the 20 canonical amino

acids can be coded, with the canonical assignments, by a

small set of codons read by G-starting and C-starting an-

ticodons only. However, the following two arguments

provide support for the approach taken here, in which

current wobble rules apply to the first stages of the evo-

lution of the SGC. First, the wobble rules are a direct

consequence of the physical chemistry of codon–anticodon

hydrogen bonding interactions, and thus would be expected

to apply as soon as the first codons and anticodons started

to interact. Second, two classic regularities in the genetic

code are readily interpreted as being direct results of the

operation of the wobble rules.

First, the fact that, without exception, both Y-ending

codons in a codon box encode the same amino acid is most

easily explained as a result of the wobble behavior of

unmodified G in the first position of the anticodon. Second

Fig. 1 Coding by tRNAs with anticodons starting with an unmodified

U. The codons read by a set of 8 tRNAs with unmodified-U-starting

anticodons as based on the wobble rules are indicated. The specific

codon sets were selected to reflect the family boxes in the SGC

Fig. 2 Coding by tRNAs with anticodons starting with an unmodified

G. The codons read by a set of 8 tRNAs with unmodified-G-starting

anticodons as based on the wobble rules are indicated. The specific

codon sets were selected to reflect the Y-ending codons in the SGC

that are not part of family boxes

Fig. 3 Coding by tRNAs with anticodons starting with an unmodified

C. The codons read by a set of 7 tRNAs with unmodified-C-starting

anticodons as based on the wobble rules are indicated. The specific

codon sets were selected to reflect the G-ending sense codons of the

codon boxes which are not family boxes in the SGC
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the fact that, also without exception, the 32 codons which

form the most stable codon–anticodon pairs are organized as

family boxes is most easily explained as a result of the su-

perwobble. These regularities are consistent with the view

that whenever a single tRNA could read several codons with

a reasonable level of efficiency, diversification of the

meaning of these codons was blocked. Natural selection

favored the appearance of anticodons starting with unmod-

ified U for reading the codons of the 8 family boxes because a

minimal number of tRNAs in this way could read a maximal

number of codons. The basic structure of the SGC (8 quartets

and 8 pairs) can therefore be seen as a reflection of the

wobble rules for anticodons starting with unmodified U for

the family boxes, and anticodons with unmodified G for the

other codon boxes.

These considerations leave ample room for the further

development of various aspects of the genetic code, such as

those considered by Tong and Wong (2004), since the first

organism in which all 20 amino acids were encoded likely was

an earlier and more primitive organism than the Last Uni-

versal Common Ancestor (LUCA). However, such develop-

ments do not affect the main conclusions reached here.

A Set of 20 tRNAs Able to Translate all 20 Amino Acids

From the 23 tRNAs listed above (8 U-starting anticodon

tRNAs, 8 G-starting anticodon tRNAs, and 7 C-starting

anticodon tRNAs, all with unmodified anticodons), various

sets of 20 can be picked such that all 20 canonical amino

acids are encoded. This observation leads to the conclusion

that no anticodon modification is needed to specifically

encode all 20 amino acids. This conclusion is a direct

consequence of the wobble rules that has not yet been

pointed out in literature, but that is relevant for possible

scenarios for the development of the SGC.

Figure 4 compares the coding capabilities of one possible

set of 20 tRNAs derived above with that of the SGC. In the

above set of 23 tRNAs, Ser, Arg, and Leu are translated by

two distinct tRNAs. Here, we describe one specific example

of a set of 20 tRNAs encoding all 20 amino acids. A very

similar description applies to other 20 tRNA set variants. The

main feature of the depicted 20-tRNA code is a striking

similarity to the SGC. A few small but systematic deviations

are present. First, the three stop codons in the SGC are not

assigned in the 20-tRNA code. Second, in the SGC Ile is

encoded by three codons, while in the 20-tRNA code this is

reduced to two codons. For Lys, Arg, Gln, and Glu, the SGC

contains two adjacent codons; in the 20-tRNA code, these are

each reduced to a single (G-ending) codon.

The key conclusion is that sets of 20 tRNAs that do not

contain anticodon modifications can encode all 20 canon-

ical amino acids in a pattern that is highly similar to that of

the SGC. This analysis shows the biochemical feasibility of

scenarios for the development of the SGC in which anticodon

modifications were introduced only after all 20 canonical

amino acids were already incorporated into the developing

code. We would like to stress that this finding does not

constitute proof for such a relative late development of tRNA

anticodon modifications. In addition, it also does not nec-

essarily imply that such a set of 20 tRNAs existed at a specific

stage of the evolution of the SGC. For example, for the

tRNAs transferring Arg it is entirely possible that two iso-

acceptors already existed (one reading the codons of the

CGN family box, the other reading the AGG codon) before

Cys and the aromatic amino acids were added to the amino

acid repertoire, and similar considerations apply to Leu and

Ser. However, it does demonstrate that this option is bio-

chemically feasible and thus should be considered, since

current knowledge does not allow a firm identification of the

stage of the development of the SGC at which anticodon

modifications were introduced. Similarly, with the above

series of tRNAs we do not wish to imply that this sequence of

events occurred during the evolution of the SGC. Our con-

clusion is that small sets of 20–23 tRNAs with unmodified

anticodons are capable of encoding all 20 canonical amino

acids. In view of the relative simplicity of these tRNA sets

and their biochemical plausibility, we propose that scenarios

for the evolution of the SGC incorporating such a tRNA set

should be considered as a viable possibility.

This view of the evolution of the SGC presents two novel

possibilities that (i) nonsense suppression is an important

feature of the developing code, and (ii) tRNA anticodon

modifications were not introduced until after all 20 amino

acids were encoded. In this scenario, eight A-ending codons

remained unassigned far longer than generally assumed. It

should be noted that this does not mean that these codons

Fig. 4 Comparison of the coding behavior of a set of 20 tRNAs with

unmodified anticodons with that of the SGC. In the left panel the

codons read by a set of 20 tRNAs selected from Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are

indicated. This set of 20 is an example in which the UCN (Ser), CGN

(Arg), and UUG (Leu) were omitted. To aid visual inspection, all

codon sets selected from Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are shaded. Together, this

set of 20 tRNAs can translate all 20 canonical amino acids. The right
panel depicts the SGC with the same pattern of shading
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were not used at all in early protein-coding genes, as they

could be read by sense suppression. The key attraction of

such scenarios for the evolution of the SGC is the relative

simplicity of the tRNA set that would allow for the transla-

tion of all 20 canonical amino acids. The minimal number of

20-23 tRNAs would be able to perform this translational task

in the absence of any machinery for introducing tRNA

anticodon modifications. The set of 23 can be reached by a

relatively straightforward series of steps involving tRNA

gene duplication/anticodon-mutation/mutation in tRNA

amino acid charging specificity, and (as discussed further

below) can be refined by the subsequent incorporation of

tRNA anticodon modifications.

It has been argued that the tRNA set of the archaeon

Methanopyrus kandleri reflects a relatively early stage of

development and resembles that in the LUCA (Tong and

Wong 2004; Wong et al. 2007; but see Brochier et al. 2004).

In accord with the scenario developed here, the tRNA set of

M. kandleri resembles the 20 tRNA set depicted in the left

panel of Fig. 4. The tRNA set of M. kandleri shows a certain

‘‘simplicity’’ (Tong and Wong 2004). In all 8 family boxes of

the tRNA set of M. kandleri two isoacceptors exist, one in

which the anticodon starts with G and another in which the

anticodon starts with U. The resemblance with the 20 tRNA

set depicted in the left panel of Fig. 4 resides in the fact that

these 16 tRNAs could have developed from a primordial set

of 8 tRNAs with anticodons starting with unmodified U. In

the 5 codon boxes which are not family boxes and which are

considered ‘‘standard boxes’’ by Tong and Wong (i.e., the

UUN, CAN, AAN, GAN, and AGN codon boxes), the

Y-ending codons are read by a tRNA with a G-starting

anticodon, and the R-ending codons are read by a tRNA with

an U-starting anticodon. This resembles the 20 tRNA set

depicted in the left panel of Fig. 4 in the sense that these 10

tRNAs could have developed from a primordial set of 10

tRNAs in which the G-ending codons were read by a tRNA

with an anticodon starting with unmodified C, and the

A-ending codons were unassigned. The ‘‘uniform GU cod-

ing’’ concept of Tong and Wong could in this way be a next

step from a more primordial situation in which a more

restricted set of codons was read by a set of tRNAs like the

one depicted in the left panel of Fig. 4. To make this step,

anticodon modification would need to be introduced. An

alternative way to look to the tRNA set of M. kandleri is to

consider the organism as having returned (cf. Brochier et al.

2004) to a simpler set of tRNAs, coming from the more

elaborate ‘‘uniform GUC coding’’ (Tong and Wong 2004)

predominant in archaea. In that case, M. kandleri, like ver-

tebrate mitochondria in a different aspect (superwobbling),

used the potential for ‘‘simplicity,’’ a potential which was

present in the system as a trace of the past. Seen in this light,

these simplicities are not entirely new ‘‘discoveries,’’ but

potentials lurking in the system, because the system had

evolved from these simplicities. The resemblance of the

tRNA sets of archaea in combination with the proposed

resemblance to the LUCA is in excellent agreement with the

scenario described here, both when M. kandleri is considered

as a living fossil, and when M. kandleri is seen as a case of

return to simpler stage.

Introducing Anticodon Modifications Does Not Require

Codon Reassignments

Earlier, we argued that codon reassignments are very rare.

Since tRNA modifications alter anticodon readout proper-

ties, the introduction of these modifications at a late stage

in the development of the genetic code faces the possible

problem of highly deleterious changes in the readout of

anticodons that are used to encode proteins. In the fol-

lowing, we provide a scenario in which the late introduc-

tion of tRNA modifications can proceed without perturbing

protein-coding gene sequences.

The introduction of the enzyme that adds a sulfur atom

to U-starting anticodons (Numata et al. 2006) also con-

taining U on the second position allows for the appearance

of duplicates of the tRNAs with C-starting anticodons for

Gln, Lys, and Glu, followed by C-to-U mutations at the

first anticodon positions. In this way, the collection of

codons specifying, e.g., Lys increases from one (AAG) to

two (AAA and AAG). Since in the scenario proposed here

these A-ending codons had thus far remained unassigned,

no codon reassignments are involved, and no deleterious

changes in the existing proteome result from the intro-

duction of the anticodon modification systems. This pro-

cess is part of a proposed final stage of the process of tRNA

repertoire expansion which leads to a situation in which all

codons are efficiently and unambiguously encoded. With a

pattern of codon assignments as presented in the left panel

of Fig. 4 as starting point, anticodon modifications can be

introduced without the concomitant introduction of

assignment changes of codons used in the protein-coding

part of the genome. Similar scenarios can result in the

incorporation of the remaining codons in the SGC.

The observation that tRNA anticodon modifications as

observed in the SGC can be introduced into the early

20-tRNA set proposed here without deleterious codon

reassignments adds to the plausibility of this scenario.

Experimental Evidence for Evolution of Anticodon

Modifications After the LUCA: Agmatidine

and Lysidine

Tong and Wong (2004) used the analysis of tRNA sets to

deduce that the introduction of the inosine modification of
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A in the first position of the anticodon was a relatively late

evolutionary development. In general, such a relatively late

introduction of tRNA anticodon modifications lends sup-

port to the scenario presented here. Very recently, detailed

biochemical data have become available which imply that

modification of the anticodon responsible for decoding the

AUA codon occurred after the LUCA.

If the incorporation of tRNA anticodon modifications

indeed occurred after all 20 amino acids were incorporated

into the developing code, it is possible that this modifica-

tion system was not yet fully developed in the LUCA. In

that case, one would expect differences in the tRNA anti-

codon modification machinery in the three domains of life.

Recent reports on tRNA anticodon modifications in bac-

teria and archaea indeed provide support for the view that

at least some tRNA anticodon modifications were not yet

present in the LUCA. Bacteria use the modified nucleoside

lysidine to translate AUA as Ile without concomitantly

translating AUG as Ile (Muramatsu et al. 1988). Archaea

use another modification, agmatidine (Mandal et al. 2010),

and another type of modification enzyme (Ikeuchi et al.

2010). This implies that Bacteria and Archaea indepen-

dently evolved both the modified anticodon nucleoside and

the modification enzyme, presumably from a common

ancestor in which this anticodon modification was not yet

present.

These results indicate that the tRNA anticodon modifi-

cation machinery is a valuable source of information on the

development of the genetic code (Grosjean et al. 2010).

The analysis reported here provides a natural framework

for understanding this emerging taxonomic diversity in

tRNA anticodon modifications: divergent evolution from

an earlier translation system lacking these tRNA anticodon

modifications. Future studies along these lines should take

into account the complicating possibility of inter-domain

lateral gene transfer of tRNA anticodon modification

enzymes. Inter-domain lateral gene transfer has been doc-

umented for the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Woese et al.

2000). This line of research promises to reveal at which

stage of the evolution of the SGC the various tRNA anti-

codon modifications were introduced.

In summary, nonsense suppression can permit the per-

sistence of unassigned codons throughout the evolution of

the genetic code, resulting in a small but functional tRNA

set, and small sets of tRNAs with unmodified anticodons

can efficiently encode all 20 amino acids. These findings

allow for a relatively simple early genetic code, specifying

all 20 canonical amino acids, in the absence of tRNA

anticodon modifications. This proposal appears to be

compatible with the main features of influential ideas on

the evolution of the SGC (Crick 1968; Wong 2005; Yarus

et al. 2005; Di Giulio 2008; Higgs 2009). Future studies

on the taxonomic distribution of tRNA anticodon

modifications offer a viable avenue to further explore the

properties of the genetic code in organisms predating the

last common ancestor.

The analysis described here reveals a novel regularity in

the genetic code, expanding upon known regularities. In

the 1960s it was realized that, without exception, all pairs

of Y-ending codons sharing a codon box encode the same

amino acid (Crick 1966), and that the middle-U codons are

all encoding hydrophobic amino acids, while the middle-C

codons are all encoding amino acids of comparable value

of polar requirement (Woese et al. 1966). Subsequently, it

was pointed out that amino acids encoded by A-starting

codons tend to have aspartate as a biosynthetic precursor

while amino acids encoded by C-starting codons tend to

have glutamate as a biosynthetic precursor (Wong 1975)

and that, without exception, all 32 codons which form the

most stable codon–anticodon pairs are organized as family

boxes (Lagerkvist 1978). Here, we report that no canonical

amino acid is encoded by one single A-ending codon only,

and that this regularity, in combination with the known

wobble behavior of tRNAs with G-starting and C-starting

anticodons, has implications for the likely primordial tRNA

sets which existed before the LUCA.
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